PRODUCT SYSTEM CATALOGUE

Scandinavian design.
Global commitment.
Join the Reflex revolution!

REKOLA REFLEX INTRODUCTION

Looking for a smarter way
of cleaning?
Look no further.

REKOLA REFLEX
APPLICATION AREAS

REKOLA REFLEX is the given alternative to traditional flat mop
systems whenever performance, productivity and
environmental requirements are exceptionally stringent.
HEALTH CARE

PROVIDING YOU WITH A COMPLETE 2-IN-1 multipurpose
system, smart accessories and a ground-breaking cleaning
method, Rekola Reflex will help you boost your business in a
sustainable way.
JOIN THE REFLEX REVOLUTION!

PUBLIC AREAS
GENERAL BUILDINGS

Double-sided mopcloths combined with Power Squeegee and the unique
Reflex cleaning method means outstanding possibilities to optimize the
cleaning process and boost productivity.

FOOD INDUSTRY
HORECA

REKOLA REFLEX 2-IN-1 FUNCTION

Two functions in one.
Unlimited possibilities.
THE BEST OF TWO WORLDS. Dry, damp or absolutely wet? Light or
heavy dirt? Or just dust? With or without cloth attached, Reflex is a
professional tool that delivers outstanding performance and
excellent ergonomics.

1. Power Squeegee + Mopcloth
Complete system for all-room cleaning

EXTREMELY VERSATILE. Push or pull? Reflex squeegee works
perfectly both ways, and thanks to a full range of cloths and wipes,
there is always a solution at hand that fits your needs.

2. Power Squeegee
For wet & dry surfaces

The Reflex cloth range offers four
types of mopcloths and two types
of disposable wipes.
See price list for information.

REKOLA REFLEX 80 % HIGHER SURFACE PRESSURE

How come that Reflex cleans deeper,
with no extra effort?
Because Reflex provides
80 % higher surface pressure.
THE SHARP AND FLEXIBLE rubber blade provides 80 %
higher surface pressure than traditional flat mop
systems. The result is deeper, more efficient cleaning,
with less effort and in less time.

80x

THE LIGHT WEIGHT OF THE TOOL is enough to obtain
the pressure needed for optimum cleaning efficiency.
No extra force need to be applied by the cleaner,
which spares backs, shoulders, arms and wrists.
JUST KEEP MOVING and Reflex will keep floors cleaner
than ever!

REKOLA REFLEX 9 TIMES SMARTER

Up to 6 clean positions on
the front side

Up to 3 clean positions on
the front side

The Reflex mopcloth is 9 times
smarter than a flat mop.
It is easy to see why.
SAY GOODBYE TO FLATMOPS and say hello to better
performance, improved productivity and user-friendly
ergonomics. Here is how it works.
• POSITION THE SQUEEGEE on the mopcloth and start working your
way backwards or forwards with traditional S-movements.
• RE-POSITION THE SQUEEGEE when the cloth has picked up enough
dirt in front of the blade. Start mopping again.
• USE UP TO 6 POSITIONS ON THE FRONT SIDE before flipping over to
the back side of the mopcloth.

Front side

Back side

• USE UP TO 3 POSITIONS ON THE BACK SIDE before you drop the
mopcloth in the laundry bag (with no touch of course), and put on
a new, clean mopcloth.

REKOLA REFLEX OUTSTANDING HYGIENICS

It takes something extra to fight
bacteria and microbes.
Every change of position is like
changing to a new, fresh cloth.
This way, the hygiene level is
maintained until the last clean
position has been used and it is
time to change mopcloth.
The diagram below shows the
Reflex effect compared to
conventional mops.

99.9 %

100%
sterile

Traditional flat mop systems
Rekola Reflex

Reflex does it over and over again, and
better than the rest.
PROVEN RESULTS. The dirt uptake capacity of Reflex Ultra
Microfibre (UMF) is superior to other materials, and
therefore ideal for hospitals, clean rooms, laboratories and
other places where hygiene is crucial. And when using UMF
the Reflex way, you get all the benefits of both the material
and the method. Nothing comes close to Reflex when it
comes to hygiene.
HYGIENIC BY DESIGN. A short summary of the benefits of
Reflex and UMF combined:
•
•
•
•
•

*Ultra microfibre eliminates
≥ 99.9 % of bacteria,
according to laboratory
tests
m2

REFLEX UMF eliminates ≥ 99.9 % of bacteria* and has superior dirt uptake
6–9 clean positions per REFLEX UMF mopcloth
No touch changing
Clean product design without dirt collecting Velcro or pockets
The system cleans corners and edges, and works with floors, walls and
ceilings

REKOLA REFLEX CLEANING ECONOMY & ENVIRONMENT

The Reflex recipe for smart and
sustainable cleaning starts here:

Put 10 mopcloths in the box.
Add 0.6–1.2 litres of water*
Close the lid
Wait 5–10 minutes
Go ahead and clean!

*Tap water with our without chemicals,
or Ultra H2O, Terzano or InnuScience

Good news for our planet and
your cleaning economy:
Reflex helps you save time, money
and water.
REFLEX SAVES YOUR DAY. Compared to flat mops, Reflex
mopcloths substantially reduce costs for purchasing, energy,
laundering and pre-preparation. And throughout the cleaning
process the Reflex System contributes to both time and
environmental gains.
BEST-IN-CLASS CLEANING LOGISTICS. From pre-preparation
and loading of the trolley, Reflex mopcloths make the work
day easier for the cleaner. A 14 Ltr loaded box contains up to
10 prepared UMF cloths, each providing up to 9 fresh
positions per cloth – enough for cleaning up to 10 regular
hospital rooms!

THIS MEANS EXCEPTIONAL potential to optimize the overall
cleaning process, boosting hygienics and user-friendliness at
the same time. Reflex makes everybody a winner. Even the
planet.

REKOLA REFLEX RESIDUE FREE CLEANING

Rekola Reflex supports Residue
Free Cleaning.
Here is how it works.

REFLEX

MACHINERY

RESIDUE FREE CLEANING (RFC) is the concept of eliminating residue of dirt
and chemicals that can harm people’s health.
RFC HAS BEEN DEVELOPED by Rekola together with a group of partners
committed to fight residue that traditional cleaning methods fail to remove.
Please contact Rekola for more information.

CLEANING AGENTS

REKOLA REFLEX MAIN BENEFITS

Summary of benefits vs. flat mop systems:

#1. OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE & VERSATILITY
PROVEN HYGIENICS
• Ultra Microfibre eliminates ≥ 99.9% of bacteria (laboratory tests)
• 6–9 clean positions per cloth
• No touch cloth changing
• Clean product design without dirt collecting Velcro or pockets

DEEP CLEANING PERFORMANCE
• 80x higher surface pressure, deeper cleaning
• Outstanding dirt uptake with Ultra Microfibre
• Optimized performance due to flexible rubber blade
VERSATILE & AGILE
• Cleans corners and edges, and gets into crannies
• Works with floors, walls and ceilings
• Squeegee for wet or dry surfaces
• Full range of mopcloths for pre-prepared cleaning
• Two types of disposable wipes
LIGHT & ERGONOMIC
• Light-weight system
• Low drag resistance when mopping
• Comfortable grip
• Telescopic handle with quick-set extensions
• Lighter load and fewer tools on the trolley

99.9 %
Ultra microfibre eliminates
≥ 99.9 % of bacteria,
according to laboratory
tests

93.8 %
Dirt removal on soiled
floors, according to
laboratory tests

REKOLA REFLEX MAIN BENEFITS

Summary of benefits vs. flat mop systems:

#2. INCREASED PRODUCTIVITY
REDEFINING CLEANING EFFICIENCY
• Easy to use, quick implementation
• Optimized workflow
• 2-in-1 system squeegee and mopcloth
• One mopcloth covers 50% more sqm than a flat mop!
• Fewer mop changes – saves time, improves hygiene
• Less washing – saves money and water
• Fewer mops needed – saves money & space
• Only Reflex can use Ultra Microfibre for floor cleaning

OPTIMIZED CLEANING ECONOMY
• Reduced laundry costs
• Reduced costs for chemicals and water usage
• Reduced investment costs
• Reduced costs for transport and storage space
• Reduced costs for trolleys (smaller is possible)

50 %
more square metres
covered with Reflex
mopcloths!

REKOLA REFLEX MAIN BENEFITS

Summary of benefits vs. flat mop systems:

#3. CLIMATE- & ECO-FRIENDLY
EXCELLENT ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
• Reduced consumption of drinking water
• Less or no need for chemicals
• Reduced consumption of detergent
• 80% savings on laundry and electricity
• Nordic Swan Ecolabel
• Low microplastic shedding

80 %

559

Savings on laundry
and electricity

mg/m2
MLC-index
LOW EMISSION

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM SQUEEGEE, TELESCOPIC HANDLE & ACCESSORIES

Rekola Reflex TELESCOPIC HANDLE
100/180 cm
18-0020
20 pcs per box

Excellent comfort and optimal
work position thanks to
ergonomic grip and smooth
length adjustment.
The innovative turn-lock
prevents over-turning and
fits other Reflex tools.

50/90 cm
18-0021
20 pcs per box
Clean hard-to-reach
surfaces in a safe way with
swivelled Reflex Telescopic
handle and safety cord.

Unique 2-in-1 function:
1. Squeegee
2. Squeegee + Mopcloth

Rekola Reflex POWER SQUEEGEE
TPR blade 50 cm
18-0010
40 pcs per box
Replacement blade for
smooth floors

Rekola Power Squeegee can
be operated both backwards
and forwards.
Kit of 4 color
coded collars

With swivel and safety cord
18-0030
1 pcs per box

Profiled replacement blade,
designed for uneven
surfaces

Rekola Reflex POWER SQUEEGEE COLLAR set
Set contains blue, red, green and yellow
18-001015
4 color set per poly bag
Rekola Reflex POWER SQUEEGEE refill
TPR blade 50 cm
18-00102 grey
1 pcs unpacked
Rekola Reflex POWER SQUEEGEE PROFILED refill
TPR profiled blade 50 cm
18-00103 grey
1 pcs unpacked

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM WOVEN MOPCLOTHS

Rekola Reflex H MOPCLOTH
100 % UMF
54 x 22,5 cm
18-2050 blue code
18-2054 red code
18-2055 green code
18-2056 yellow code
160 pcs per box per color

100% UMF for optimal daily cleaning on well maintained
smooth floors. Suitable for areas where high standards
are required, such as healthcare, schools, food,
gastronomy, etc. We recommend deep machine cleaning
or sealing prior to use.

Rekola Reflex G MOPCLOTH
50 % UMF, 50 % PE
54 x 22,5 cm
18-4050 blue code
18-4054 red code
160 pcs per box per color

50% UMF for cleaning of less maintained smooth floors.
Suitable for areas where a good visible cleaning is required,
also on edges and in corners. Ideal for offices, public
buildings and less closed floors like non-treated linoleum or
rubber floors.

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM WOVEN MOPCLOTHS

Rekola Reflex S MOPCLOTH
50 % UMF, 50 % PET
54 x 22,5 cm

18-7050 blue
18-7054 red
100 pcs per box per color

50% UMF combined with PET film. For manual deep-cleaning and
cleaning of abrasive floors like bathrooms, dressing rooms and toilet
areas in healthcare, schools or kitchens. Also applicable for industrial
cleaning like the food industry (bakeries and meat production) or
around machinery at production sites.

Rekola Reflex A MOPCLOTH
100 % MICRO
54 x 16 cm
4 color tags – blue, red, green, yellow

18-0057 grey
100 pcs per box per color

100% Polyester Microfiber. Highly absorbing (up to 500 ml).
Suitable for manual cleaning of entrance areas during the winter season, or as
a dusting mop for floors, walls and around windows and doors. Also ideal for
applying wax or coatings

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM NON-WOVEN DISPOSABLES

Rekola DUSTER
Disposable wipe
52 X 35 cm
17-5050
150 pcs per box

100% Polypropylene for dusting. Double-sided with a capacity of up to 1000
m2 (dust and floor related). Suitable for dust control in cleanroom areas and
for public areas such as airport terminals where daily cleaning is done by
machines.

Rekola Reflex DUOSPEED
Disposable wipe
54 X 18 cm
17-5010
150 pcs per box

100% Microfiber for damp mopping. Both sides can be used for optimal
daily cleaning on well maintained smooth floors. Suitable for areas like
healthcare and gastronomy where hygiene requirements are high but
washing of Mopcloths is not an option

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM DUSTER & DUOFLEX

Rekola Reflex DUSTER
(without cloth)
08-90002
20 pcs per box

Bendable duster for dusting dry or damp of higher areas
like cupboards and (round) air channels.
The cloth in the picture is not included.

Duoflex tool for streak free dry or damp
cleaning of surfaces, like glass and
stainless steel

Rekola Reflex DUOFLEX
2 x 7 x 20 cm
11-9071
72 pcs per box

Rekola Reflex PAD FOR DUOFLEX
23 x 18,5 cm. 5 pieces in polybag

11-90076 blue Glass cloth
200 pcs per box

Two different pads are available.
The abrasive pad is aimed at more greasy surfaces
and/or protein removal (flies, food)

11-90077 blue AbrasiveSoft
200 pcs per box

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM HANDCLOTH & HANDPAD

Rekola Reflex H HANDCLOTH
100 % UMF Standard waffle cloths 300 Grs
54 x 22,5 cm
Package unit 40 pcs 5 pack
05-0250 blue
05-0254 red
05-0255 green
05-0256 yellow
200 pcs per box per color
100% Ultra Microfiber that picks up
protein and bacteria up to 99,9%.
The pocket structure secures that also
larger dirt particles are picked up.

Rekola Reflex S HANDPAD
50 % UMF, 50 % PET
15 x 18 cm
Package unit 40 pcs 5 pack
10-0350-2 blue
10-0354-2 red
200 pcs per box per color

50% UMF and 50% PE film make the hand pad ideal for
cleaning sink and sanitary ware without damaging chrome
on taps etc. Washable after use and therefore a better and
more sustainable choice than unhygienic sponges.

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM CLOTH PREPARATION & DEEP CLEANING GUIDE

LEARN HOW TO
USE REKOLA REFLEX:

System introduction

How to grip &
adjust the handle

How to prepare
mopcloths

How to mount
a mopcloth

How to position
the squeegee

How to remove
spots

How to clean stairs

How to clean walls

How to clean
skirting boards

REKOLA REFLEX SYSTEM ADDON ACCESSORIES

Rekola Addon EVA MOP BAG waterproof
Also ideal as bio-waste bag or for
transporting toilet paper.
10-90031

Rekola Addon BUCKLE BELT
145 cm
10-900110
1 pc, no package

25 pcs per box
Rekola Addon EVA POUCH with clips
18 x 12 cm
10-900112 (2 boxes needed per belt)
30 pcs per box
Rekola Addon EVA BOTTLE HOLDER
Ø 10 cm for 1 Ltr. bottle
10-0000015
45 pcs per box

Rekola Addon EVA POUCH with clips
16 x 12 cm
10-900111 (2 boxes needed per belt)
30 pcs per box

Ø 7,5 cm for ½ Ltr. bottle
10-0000013
100 pcs per box

Rekola Addon WORK BELT with textile bags
Adaptable work belt for an optimized workflow.
10-90013 blue
20 pcs per box

Rekola Addon HOOKIT
Adaptable hook for any tool with a handle;
suitable from Ø 10 mm up to Ø 32 mm,
fits to any shape; round oval or rectangle.
Carries dynamic weight up to 1,5 kg
17-900161
1 pc package
2 x 120 pcs in transport box

REKOLA MOTION TROLLEYS are
specially designed to streamline your
cleaning processes.
IN OUR OWN FACTORY in Mäntsälä,
Finland, we customize and build
trolleys optimized for REFLEX users.
Please contact Rekola for more
information about trolleys.

REKOLA OY
Trolley Systems
Rutintie 3
FI-04600 Mäntsälä
FINLAND
info@rekola.com

www.rekola.com

